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Abstract
Small globular proteins and peptides commonly exhibit two-state folding kinetics in which the rate limiting step of folding
is the surmounting of a single free energy barrier at the transition state (TS) separating the folded and the unfolded states.
An intriguing question is whether the polypeptide chain reaches, and leaves, the TS by completely random fluctuations, or
whether there is a directed, stepwise process. Here, the folding TS of a 15-residue b-hairpin peptide, Peptide 1, is
characterized using independent 2.5 ms-long unbiased atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (a total of 15 ms). The
trajectories were started from fully unfolded structures. Multiple (spontaneous) folding events to the NMR-derived
conformation are observed, allowing both structural and dynamical characterization of the folding TS. A common loop-like
topology is observed in all the TS structures with native end-to-end and turn contacts, while the central segments of the
strands are not in contact. Non-native sidechain contacts are present in the TS between the only tryptophan (W11) and the
turn region (P7-G9). Prior to the TS the turn is found to be already locked by the W11 sidechain, while the ends are apart.
Once the ends have also come into contact, the TS is reached. Finally, along the reactive folding paths the cooperative loss
of the W11 non-native contacts and the formation of the central inter-strand native contacts lead to the peptide rapidly
proceeding from the TS to the native state. The present results indicate a directed stepwise process to folding the peptide.
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Introduction
In recent years, extensive investigation has been undertaken of
the folding of small proteins and peptides that can be
approximated as two-state folders. In these systems, only two
stable populations are detected (folded and unfolded), separated by
a single effective free energy barrier with only one kinetically
important transition state (TS), the reaching of which can be
considered as the rate limiting step [1]. The determination of the
transition state ensemble (TSE) of these two-state systems and how
it is traversed are, therefore, fundamental to our understanding of
the physicochemical basis of protein folding [2].
Recent research on the TSE has been based on results from
simulations [3–7], experimental mapping of site-specific contacts
in the TSE by protein engineering [8,9] and mixed experimental/
computational approaches [10–20]. To obtain insight at residue-
level detail, w-values are commonly used to investigate the
formation of side-chain interactions in the TSE by mutating
residues and assessing the effect on folding kinetics. While w-values
do not, by themselves, directly provide structural information on
the TS, they have been broadly used as structural restraints on a
range of computational models (e.g., Go models [10,20], Monte
Carlo simulations [11], high-temperature, biased molecular
dynamics (MD) [14], with both implicit solvent [15,16] and all-
atom MD representations [6]). However, it has been shown that
not all conformations obtained in MD simulations by using the w-
value as a restraint belong to the TS [21].
An alternative approach is to obtain the transition state
ensemble from the maximum of the free energy surface projected
onto selected folding coordinates, as has been done in many
previous studies e.g., [6,22–27]. The choice of proper reaction
coordinates for protein folding is non-trivial, and whether a
transition state identified using any given pair of progress variables
corresponds to the transition state using another pair is not known
a priori. In many of the above studies it was concluded that global
coordinates based on the native topology of two-state proteins or
peptides fully satisfy the criteria needed to accurately identify and
describe the TSE. However, the need for further analysis of the
folding/unfolding probabilities to validate the transition state
ensemble has been emphasized [6,14,24,28]. To address this, the
identification of a TSE from free energy surfaces combined with
validation of the TS structures found provides a secure way to
characterize the transition state for folding.
Various hypotheses have been made concerning TS structures,
varying from fully native [29] and partly native [17,30] to
denatured topologies [31]. Apart from the topology, there is
debate as to whether the TS represents an ensemble with a single,
unique nucleus [31–33] or a heterogeneous population of
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structure absent [16,20,34]. On the one hand, it has been
suggested that CI2 [32] and other proteins [35] contain specific
contacts in the TS which are crucial to folding. On the other,
heterogeneous TS theory involves the existence of multiple
transition state ensembles through which parallel folding paths
pass [20].
Arguably even more challenging than the structural character-
ization of the folding TS is the characterization of the TS from a
dynamical point of view. Information on the mechanisms by which
the TS can be reached and left along reactive folding trajectories,
commonly named transition-path trajectories, is scarce. For this
purpose,transitionpath sampling [4,5] isoftenused,inwhich,given
an initial reactive path, a shooting algorithm is employed to collect
transitionpaths byperturbing the initialpath. Although this method
can generate an ensemble of transition paths, an initial reactive
trajectory is needed, which is commonly generated through high-
temperature unfolding simulations [5]. However, as the potential
energy surface sampled at higher temperature is formally different
from that visited at room temperature, unfolding through high
temperature may well occur through pathways that are very
different from the folding routes at lower temperatures. For
example, a comparison between unfolding simulations performed
at elevated temperature and folding simulations at room temper-
ature has revealed that unfolding pathways lack important
intermediates and often resemble œfast-track of folding [36]. Thus,
an increase in temperature may actually change the folding process
rather than simply accelerating it [37]. Hence, there remain
significant advantages to characterizing folding processes using
long-timescale simulations at room temperature.
In the present study, we examine the transition state ensemble
and folding dynamics of a model system, Peptide 1, a b-hairpin
peptide of 15 residues (Figure 1a) [38]. Although Peptide 1 is a
designed peptide, the turn sequence, NPDG, is statistically the
most abundant type I turn in proteins, enhancing the relevance of
the study of its folding mechanism for natural proteins [39]. This
peptide has been found to fold via a two-state mechanism in
*0.8 ms, as determined by the T-jump technique in combination
with IR [38,40]. In our previous work, the folding kinetics of this
peptide was examined using multiple independent ms-timescale all-
atom MD trajectories in explicit solvent, yielding a folding time in
accord with the above experimental datum [41].
Here, we derive the configurations of the TSE from the free
energy folding landscape of Peptide 1 generated by multiple
atomistic MD simulations over a total simulation time of 15 m s.
The trajectories were started from fully unfolded structures and
several spontaneous folding events to the NMR-derived [38] b-
hairpin were observed, thus enabling a dynamical characterization
of the evolution of the peptide through the folding TS. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that multiple ms-long explicit
solvent, unbiased simulations with clear unfolding-folding transi-
tions have been used to characterize structurally and dynamically
the TS in folding studies.
The MD trajectories allow determination of the mechanism by
which the TS is reached and subsequent events in folding
pathways. The role of non-native interactions is characterized. It is
found that, rather than being reached and crossed by highly-
random fluctuations (i.e., through very different and heteroge-
neous pathways), folding is characterized by a directed, stagewise
process involving the formation of specific structures before,
during, and after the transition state for folding, corresponding to a
structured folding pathway.
Results
Six ms-timescale atomistic MD simulations of Peptide 1 in
explicit solvent (total of 15 m s) were performed, starting from
unfolded structures, and folding to the native NMR-derived
conformation [38] was observed in all of them [41]. The six
trajectories were used to evaluate the free energy landscape of the
system using two progress variables based on the native topology
of the peptide: the R parameter, containing information on the
backbone, and the fraction of native contacts (r) containing
information on the sidechain packing (Figure 1b). These two order
parameters were chosen in order to capture most of the
information relevant to folding and are based on the native
topology. Indeed, it has been shown that for two-state peptides,
such as the present, global coordinates based on the native
topology fully satisfy the criteria needed to accurately identify and
describe TSEs [25]. The corresponding free energy map can be
divided into three distinct regions: the folded state F, the unfolded
state U and a single barrier, the transition state TS (see caption of
the figure for the state definitions). Concerning the sensitivity of
TS structures derived from the selected reaction coordinates, an
additional free-energy landscape was calculated as a function of
the RMSD-r pair of variables. TS structures derived from the
RMSD-r landscape were compared with the original TS
structures of the R-r plane. The overlap between the two TSE
is approximately 70%, which is acceptable and further supports
the choice of the original progress variables. The TSE was slightly
refined. We have noted that in one of the folding transitions (along
trajectory 6) that was initially used to define the TSE, the peptide
actually folds to a conformation that falls into the F state definition
(R=4.8, r=0.65), but is actually non-native, having a clearly non-
native turn. This conformation does not populate the free energy
minimum, but rather a region with a DA value of *10 kJ/mol
(see Figure S1). We, thus, excluded the TS structures sampled
along this transition from the final TSE.
To estimate the reliability of the free energy surface the
convergence of the free energies associated with individual grid
cells of the plane was examined (note that free energy values are
defined with respect to the grid cell corresponding to the global
minimum). Figure 2a shows a typical convergence plot for two
given grid cells, one in the TS (Figure 2a shows a typical
convergence plot for two given grid cells, one in the TS (DA&
14 kJ/mol) and the other in the local minimum of the unfolded
Author Summary
The folding dynamics of many small protein/peptides
investigated recently are in terms of simple two-state
model in which only two populations exist (folded and
unfolded), separated by a single free energy barrier with
only one kinetically important transition state (TS).
However, dynamical characterization of the folding TS is
challenging. We have used independent unbiased atom-
istic molecular dynamics simulations with clear folding-
unfolding transitions to characterize structural and dy-
namical features of transition state ensemble of Peptide 1.
A common loop-like topology is observed in all TS
structures extracted from multiple simulations. The trajec-
tories were used to examine the mechanism by which the
TS is reached and subsequent events in folding pathways.
The folding TS is reached and crossed in a directed
stagewise process rather than through random fluctua-
tions. Specific structures are formed before, during, and
after the transition state, indicating a clear structured
folding pathway.
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cells, the values are rather stable (within 1–2 kJ/mol). Figure 2b
shows the probability distribution of the free energy standard
deviations, sDA (see Methods section for the estimate of the errors),
for all the grid cells. Again, these show relatively small statistical
errors in the free energy values (again within 2 kJ/mol).
Overall, the free energy landscape of Peptide 1 represents a
typical two-state folder, consistent with the mono-exponential
folding kinetics observed in both laser-induced temperature-jump
experiments [40] and in our ms MD simulations as reported
previously [41]. Thus, the following minimal mechanism can be
assumed:
Figure 1. Snapshot of Peptide 1 and contour map of the free energy change. a) Backbone snapshot of Peptide 1 extracted at the end of the
simulation started from the NMR structure. For clarity only the Ca atoms are shown. b) Contour map of the free energy change, DA, as a function of
the position in the r-R plane (fraction of native contacts, r, within the peptide - R parameter). DA is calculated with respect to the state with the
highest probability, i.e., the b-hairpin state. Three distinct states can be identified. The states with the two deep minima are the unfolded (U) and
folded (F) states and the saddle point corresponds to the single transition state (TS), i.e., the barrier that all molecules must cross if they are to fold to
the native state. The F, U and TS states were defined as follows: F comprises all structures populating the basin around the global minimum at
r=0.85 and R=4.95, and with free energy values within 12 kJ/mol from the global minimum; U comprises all structures populating the basin around
the local minimum at r=0.10 and R=2.10, and also with free energy values up to 12 kJ/mol; the structures at the top of the barrier, i.e., not
belonging to F or U, were assigned to the TS.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g001
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Four possible dynamical scenarios emerge (see Figure 3a): the
peptide climbs from the unfolded basin to the TS and either
descends forward to the folded state (forward reactive path
U?TS?F) or falls back to the unfolded basin (non-reactive path
U?TS?U); or the peptide climbs from the folded basin to the TS
and either descends to the unfolded state (backward reactive path
F?TS?U) or falls back into the folded basin (non-reactive path
F?TS?F).
The occurrence of conformations belonging to the TS, F and
U states can be followed in time along the six unbiased MD
trajectories. Examples of the dynamical evolution of the
peptide through the three states are shown in Figure 3b. All
four cases described above occur. In all four scenarios, once
the TS is reached, fast recrossings of the TS surface are
observed before the final descent to the end-state. Particularly
remarkable is the fact that many of the TS structures, which
were extracted based on a thermodynamic criterion, indeed
occur right at the folding and unfolding transitions along the
(unbiased) trajectories (top and middle panels of Figure 3b),
thus confirming the validity of the thermodynamic TS
selection. In addition, TS structures occurring in non-reactive
paths (bottom panels of Figure 3b) are also observed,
corresponding to very short excursions into the TS compared
to reactive paths.
Figure 2. Convergence with time of the free energy change. a) Time convergence of the DA for two typical grid cells in the r-R free energy
landscape: One cell in the U state around the local minimum with DA * 2 kJ/mol (solid line), and the other cell in the TS region with DA * 14 kJ/mol
(dashed line). b) Probability distribution of the free energy standard deviations, sDA, for all the grid cells of the free energy landscape.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g002
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are presented. Furthermore, to determine what triggers the folding
events, the TS structures visited along forward reactive paths are
examined in detail.
To characterize the TS kinetics, the TS lifetime (tTS), here defined
as the mean residence time in the TS, was evaluated. The distribution
of the residence times (Figure 4) was fitted by a monoexponential
function (dotted line) yielding a tTS of 10.2+0.5 ps (for the estimate of
the error see Methods), with 52.7% and 47.3% of the TS population
ending up in the folded and unfolded states, respectively. The
correlation coefficient is higher than 0.9999, showing the goodness of
the fit. These data are consistent with a two-state kinetic model [42],
thus further indicating that the selected TSE is reliable. The relatively
short (ps-timescale) TS lifetime obtained, showing that the TS is a
short-lived state, is consistent with the fast recrossings of the TS
observed prior to the final descent (see Figure 3b).
In order to examine the degree of native topology in the TSE,
the formation of turn, middle and end-to-end inter-strand contacts
Figure 3. Scenarios for the path reaching and crossing the TS. a) Schematic diagram showing the possible scenarios for the paths reaching
the TS, namely: reactive and non-reactive paths; in the reactive paths, the crossing of the TS can occur either from U to F (forward reactive path) or
from F to U (backward reactive path); in non-reactive paths, the peptide falls back into the state of origin (either U?TS?Uo rF ?TS?F paths). b)
Time evolution of the peptide through the U, TS and F states for six representative paths along the simulations. The three rows in each panel
represent the existence of the U (unfolded), T (transition) and F (folded) states. All the four scenarios described in panel a can be observed. The top
and middle panels show the forward and backward reactive paths, respectively. The bottom panels show the non-reactive paths, either U?TS?Uo r
F?TS?F paths.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g003
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the folded conformations. Figure 5a shows the distributions of the
distances between the Ca atoms of residues S1-E15 (end), I4-T12
(middle) and N6-G9 (turn) in the TSE. The distributions are quite
narrow, indicative of a rather homogeneous topology of the TSE
population. However, a minor peak is present in the middle
distribution at *0.55 nm that will be discussed below. The ‘‘end’’
and ‘‘turn’’ distributions in the TSE, peaked at *0.42 and *0.55,
respectively, are native-like, the only slight difference being a shift
of the ‘‘turn’’ peak maximum to longer values (*0.55 nm versus
*0.60 nm in F and TSE, respectively). In contrast, the middle-
contacts distribution differs significantly in the two states, the peak
maximum being at a much longer distance in the TSE (0.72 nm)
than in F (0.54 nm). Thus, the distinct feature of most of the TSE
is the formation of native-like end-to-end and turn contacts, while
the central parts of the strands are disordered. The presence of the
end-to-end contact is consistent with recent experimental results
on several proteins suggesting that the TS exhibits an overall
native-like topology in which the N-terminal and C-terminal
regions are in close proximity [17,32,43]. As was found for the
backbone topology, the native sidechain contacts at the end of the
hairpin are present in the TSE (data not shown). Contrarily, the
sidechains of the central parts exhibit some persistent non-native
interactions. In particular, W11, the bulkiest of the sidechains,
forms non-native contacts with two residues of the turn, namely P7
and G9, in a kind of key-lock configuration (see Figure 5b, in
which the distributions are plotted of the minimum distances
between the W11 sidechain and the P7 and G9 sidechains,
together with representative configurations).
To analyze the origin of the above-mentioned minor peak in the
‘‘middle’’ distribution, possible differences in the topological
features of TS structures sampled along reactive (U?TS?F
and F?TS?U) and non-reactive (F?TS?F and U?TS?U)
pathways were investigated. Separating the TSE into U?TS?F,
F?TS?U, F?TS?F and U?TS?U structures is also useful
for identifying the presence, if any, of a specific folding nucleus,
i.e., a nucleus of contacts resulting in rapid assembly of the native
state [24,44], thus triggering the descent of the peptide from the
TS to the folded basin. The folding nucleus is more likely to be
retained in the F?TS?F conformations than in the U?TS?U
conformations [24,44].
Therefore, we calculated the distribution of ‘‘turn’’, ‘‘middle’’,
‘‘end-to-end’’ and W11-P7/W11-G9 contacts in the TS structures
belonging to U?TS?F, F?TS?U, F?TS?F and U?TS?U
paths separately (see Figure 6). It is found that, TS structures apart
from the F?TS?F population are very homogeneous, with the
Figure 4. Distribution of TS lifetime. Distribution of TS lifetimes, defined as the mean residence time in TS, for Peptide 1 (solid line). The dashed
line shows a mono-exponential fit to the data. The error bars represent one standard deviation. The time constant of the exponential fit is taken as
the average lifetime of the TS.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g004
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contacts are formed, the central part of the backbone is disordered
and the W11 sidechain is positioned in the middle of the turn at
around 0.55 nm from P7 and G9). In contrast, however, in about
65% of the F?TS?F structures (brown color in Figure 6), which
correspond to the minor peak mentioned above, the middle
backbone contacts are formed, the end-to-end contacts is slightly
looser and the W11 sidechain is closer to P7 (at a distance of
*0.3 nm) than to G9. Hence, according to the definition given
above, the folding nucleus is likely to be characterized by an
almost-native backbone topology and a persistent, non-native
sidechain contact between W11 and the P7 turn residue.
The mechanism by which the peptide crosses the TS is now
examined. To determine whether the end and turn contacts are
formed only at the TS or prior to it, the time evolution of the
corresponding Ca-Ca distances was calculated. Figure 7 shows
these time series for four representative forward reactive paths.
Clearly, prior to TS the turn is already formed, while the end-to-
end contact forms only at the TS. These results indicate that end-
to-end contact formation is a discriminating feature for the TSE of
Peptide 1. This trend is observed in all forward reactive paths.
The final stage of the folding process, i.e, the descent of the
peptide from the TS to the F state, involves the correct
arrangement of the middle part of the hairpin. Figure 8 plots
the Ca-Ca distances of the end (S1-E15), middle (Y4-T12) and
turn (N6-G9) residues again as a function of time for four
representative reactive folding paths. The end and turn regions of
the hairpin remain in contact during the final stage, while the
middle part comes into contact.
Finally, the time evolution of the non-native contacts formed by
the W11 sidechain with the turn is analyzed. These contacts are
present already prior to the reaching the TS, locking the P7-G9
residues into the ‘‘reactive’’ turn conformation (see Figure 9). In
the final stage of the process, the W11 sidechain loses the non-
native contacts with the turn, allowing a concomitant rearrange-
ment of the central segments of the strands into the native b-
hairpin conformation (see Figure 9).
The above results indicate a clear TS folding mechanism that is
summarized in Figure 10. In this mechanism, the TS is reached
with the formation of end-to-end and turn contacts, with the turn
appearing prior to the TS and the end-to-end interaction
appearing only at the TS. Reaching the folded state from the
Figure 5. Distribution of turn, middle and end-to-end segments of Peptide 1. a) Distributions of the distances between the Ca atoms of
residues N6-G9 (top), I4-T12 (middle) and S1-E15(bottom) in the TSE. The corresponding distributions in the F state are shown as green filled bars. b)
Distributions of the minimum distances between the atoms of the W11 sidechain and the atoms of the sidechain of two turn residues, namely P7
(top) and G9 (bottom) in the TSE. The corresponding distributions in the F state are shown as green filled bars. Snapshot of TS structure at left shows
the key-lock configuration of W11 with P7 and G9 residues, while folded structure at the right has W11 in native configuration.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g005
Figure 6. Distribution of various topological features in U-TS-F, F-TS-U, U-TS-U and F-TS-F subpopulations of the TSE of Peptide 1.
Distributions of the distance between the C-a atoms of the residues N6-G9 (first row), Y4-Y12 (second row), S1-E15 (third row). Distributions of the
minimum distances between the atoms of the W11 sidechain and the atoms of the sidechain of two turn residues, namely P7 (fourth row) and G9
(fifth row). The F-TS-F subpopulation shown in brown color corresponds to the structures with middle backbone contacts formed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g006
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rearrangement of the central segment of b-hairpin. However,
despite a common TS topology and a single, directed folding-
transition mechanism was observed from extensive MD simula-
tion, the existence of minor folding pathways cannot be excluded.
Discussion
A variety of computational models and methods has been
applied to extract information on the TSE for protein folding,
including Go models [6,10,45], high temperature [14] and implicit
solvent [15,16] MD simulations, and transition path sampling
[4,5]. However, the uncertainty involved in these methods (e.g.,
unnaturally high temperature or absence of explicit water) leads to
uncertainty in the interpretation of the data [46]. To our
knowledge, no simulation studies exist that have characterized
the TSE using unbiased atomistic simulation in explicit solvent, in
which folding events from fully unfolded conformations occur. In
the present work, we have used this information to directly
evaluate TS structure and kinetics from multiple ms-timescale all-
atom explicit MD simulations of the b-hairpin Peptide 1.
The main findings of the study can be summarized as follows.
Structurally, the TS consists of a rather homogeneous loop-like
topology characterized by native end-to-end contacts and specific
non-native interactions in the middle region of the loop
characterized by the W11 sidechain centrally locked in between
the turn residues P7 and G9. A specific folding nucleus, i.e., the
nucleus of contacts resulting in rapid assembly of the native state,
was also identified. This is characterized by loose end-to-end
contacts and the presence of native contacts in the middle part of
the hairpin, with a concomitant shift of the W11 sidechain towards
the sidechain of P7.
Concerning the folding mechanism, while the turn and its non-
native contacts with the W11 sidechain are already formed prior to
the TS, the end-to-end interaction appears only at the TS, making
it a unique feature of the TS. The TS is short-lived, with a mean
lifetime on the ps-timescale. The final stage in reaching the native
state, occurring after crossing the TS, involves the cooperative loss
Figure 7. Representative forward reactive paths illustrating the events occurring prior to reaching the TS. The TS region is shaded in
grey. The time evolution of the distance between the Ca atoms of the turn (N6-G9) and end (S1-E15) residues are plotted in black and red,
respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g007
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contacts in the central part of the hairpin. These last events are
those committing the reactive trajectories to very rapidly
proceeding from TS to F.
The present results support previous experimental findings on
other systems suggesting that the formation of end-to-end contacts
in the TS may be a fairly general phenomenon in the folding of
small proteins [17,32,43]. In the present case, there exists an
Figure 8. Representative forward reactive paths illustrating the events occurring after the TS. The TS region is shaded in grey. The time
evolution of the distance between the Ca atoms of the turn (N6-G9), end (S1-E15) and middle (I4-T12) residues are plotted in black, red and blue,
respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g008
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restricts the conformational variety of the TS structures, namely
the formation of the turn.
From a dynamical point of view, W11 acts as a chaperone for
reaching the TS through the formation of non-native interactions
with the turn. The W sidechain locks the turn in place prior to TS,
allowing the ends to subsequently come into contact, i.e., the TS to
be reached. Hence, also from a dynamical point of view our results
are in favour of a ‘‘directed’’, stagewise process [11], rather than a
large number of heterogeneous pathways [47,48] characterizing
the reaching and crossing of the TS. Further studies on other
peptides and proteins will clarify the generality of the present
observation of the structuring of the pathway across the transition
state for folding.
Methods
Molecular dynamics simulations
A series of six 2.5 ms-long atomistic MD simulations of Peptide 1
(SESYINPDGTWTVTE) in explicit solvent was performed [41].
Six starting structures representing the unfolded state were
extracted randomly from a simulation of 50 ns that was started
from a fully extended conformation of the peptide. The MD
simulations were performed with the program GROMACS [49]
with the OPLS-AA all-atom force field [50] for the peptide. The
water was modelled using the TIP4P representation [51]. Each of
the six starting conformations was placed in a dodecahedral water
box large enough to contain the peptide and at least 1.0 nm of
solvent on all sides (volume~48 nm3). Each simulation box
contained 6647 atoms. Periodic boundary conditions were applied
and the long range electrostatic interactions were treated with the
Particle Mesh Ewald method [52] using a grid spacing of 0.12 nm
combined with a fourth-order B-spline interpolation to compute
the potential and forces in-between grid points. The real space cut-
off distance was set to 0.9 nm and the van der Waals cut-off to
1.4 nm. The bond lengths were fixed [53] and a time step of 2 fs
for numerical integration of the equations of motion was used.
Simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble with isokinetic
temperature coupling [54] keeping the temperature constant at
300 K. Three Naz counterions were added, replacing three water
molecules, so as to produce a neutral simulation box.
All the starting structures were subjected to a two-stage energy
minimization protocol using the steepest descent method. The first
minimization was performed with the coordinates of the peptide
held fixed, allowing only the water and the ions to move, and the
second was performed on the atoms of both the peptide and the
solvent molecules. The temperature of the system was then
increased from 50 K to 300 K in 500 ps of MD before the 2.5 ms
production simulations were started. For all the analyses
conformations saved every 10 ps were used.
Figure 9. Time evolution of the minimum distance between all the atoms of the W11 sidechain and all the atoms of the P7
sidechain (maroon) for a representative reactive path. In addition, the distances between the Ca atoms of the turn (N6-G9) and central (I4-
T12) residues are shown in black and blue, respectively. The shaded region represents the TS. The three histograms at the bottom show the
distributions of the minimum distances between the W11 and P7 sidechains for the structures sampled before the TS (prior-to-TS), in the TS (TS) and
in the native (F) state evaluated over all forward reactive paths. For the prior-to-TS ensemble the structures occurring within 1 ns prior to the TS along
all forward reactive paths are taken.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g009
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The trajectories were analyzed using order parameters that
capture principal aspects of the folding process of the peptide. A
robust parameter for identifying conformational transitions is ‘R’
[55], calculated as follows:
R~
X 5
i~1
RiN
Ri
where RiN is the ith inter-strand Ca-Ca distance in the native
NMR structure and Ri is the same distance in the MD. The five
inter-strand Ca-Ca pairs in the Peptide 1 hairpin are the following:
N6-T10, I5-W11, Y4-T12, S3-V13 and E2-T14. A value of R&5
indicates formation of the native b-hairpin. Sidechain packing was
quantified via the fraction of native sidechain contacts, r (a contact
between two sidechains is considered to be formed when the
minimum distance between the atoms belonging to the sidechains
is ƒ0.55 nm).
Given a system in thermodynamic equilibrium, the change in
free energy on going from a reference state, ref, of the system to a
generic state, i, (e.g., from unfolded to folded) at constant
temperature and constant volume was evaluated as
DAref?i~{RT ln
pi
pref
ð1Þ
where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature and pi and
pref are the probabilities of finding the system in state i and state
Figure 10. Three-dimensional representation of folding funnel of Peptide 1. The mechanism by which the peptide crosses TS is shown. The
TS is reached with the formation of native end-to-end (red) and turn (green) contacts, with the end-to-end formation appearing at the TS, making it
the unique feature of the TS of Peptide 1. However, reaching the folded state from the TS involves W11 sidechain (purple) repositioning and
concomitant native arrangement of the central segment (orange) of b-hairpin. In ‘‘Prior-to-TS’’ and TS, W11 is in a ‘key-lock’ configuration with turn
residues, thus from a dynamic point of view it acts as a chaperone to reach the TS, while the last stage to reach the native state involves ‘correct’
native arrangement of W11 with the central segment of b-hairpin (See representative structures).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002137.g010
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of two order parameters, namely the fraction of native contacts, r,
and the R parameter. A grid 40640 was used to divide this plane
in 1600 cells and for every cell the number of points counted and
the relative probability calculated, allowing DAref?i to be
determined. The reference state was chosen to be the grid cell
with the highest probability, which corresponds to folded b-hairpin
structures.
The statistical error in different properties evaluated from the
simulations, such as the TS lifetime or the free energy values, was
estimated through the standard error of their mean, smean,
calculated over n subsets of the trajectories:
smean~
s
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ð2Þ
s~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Xn
i~1 ( a ai{ a a)
2
n{1
s
ð3Þ
 a a~
Xn
i~1  a ai
n
ð4Þ
where  a ai is the mean of the given parameter evaluated in the ith
subset, and  a a and s are the mean value over the n samples and the
sample standard deviation, respectively. Here we used 3
independent subsets of the trajectories (n~3, i.e. 3 groups each
consisting of two trajectories), which was found to be a good
compromise between the statistics within each subset and the
sample size, n. Assuming, as usual, a normal distribution of the
mean value,  a a, the expected value of a lies with 95% confidence
inside the  a a+2smean interval.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 TSE refinement. a) Time evolution of R parameter
(above), r (middle) and distance between the Ca atoms of the turn
N6-G9 (below) during one of the folding transitions along
trajectory 6. The transition to the putative folded state is marked
with the bold black line. b) The location on the free energy
landscape of the putative folded structures shown in panel a) is
highlighted with a black box.
(PDF)
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